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Official Invitation to the MLAIC Long Range World Cup, Hungary - 2022
Dear Delegates, Team Captains, dear Long Range Shooters of the World,
On behalf of Hungarian Blackpowder Shooters and Hunters Association and the Muzzleloaders
Associations International Confederation, it is our pleasure to extend the invitation to the 1st MLAIC
Long Range World Cup from 1st – 7th August 2022 as part of the 50th Anniversary Shooting festival of
MLAIC.
This event will be a special event from many sides. First of all, this is the first ever MLAIC long range
international competition to be held in eastern-central Europe, it is also the first ever MLAIC Long
Range World Cup, and finally this will be the first international competition to be shot entirely on
state-of-the-art camera systems.
The Hungarian organizers, supported by the MLAIC Long Range Committee worked hard in the past
year to overcome the challenges of Covid and in the meantime develop the proper protocol for
running a long range competition on camera system. Wea are happy to announce that the protocol is
ready and the camera systems were well tested in different shooting conditions.
The event will take place in the beautiful, picturesque village of Szentendre, close to Budapest, at the
military shooting range of Izbég. This location not only serves the competition well, but also offers an
excellent possibility for shooters and family members to immerse in the beauty and history of our
little central European country.
Official web-page of the event:

https://mlaic.org

Facebook page of the event:

https://www.facebook.com/MLAICChamps

Official email of the event:

registration@meflsz.hu

It would be our honor to have your national team's presence on this auspicious occasion.
We do hope that you will be able to confirm your attendance to this invitation; we look forward to
your presence at this celebration of historical shooting sports.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
See you in Hungary!

Yours Sincerely,
Pál Törőcsik
Chairman

Balázs Németh
Head of the organizing committee

